
“Thanks to Managed SBC,  
we are switching seamlessly to All-IP.”

Managed Session Border Controller (Managed SBC)

The Baloise Group combines the financial services of Baloise Bank SoBa and the insurance business of  
Basler Versicherungen under one roof. The group has long been pursuing an All-IP strategy. For a secure 
transition to IP communication, it has placed its trust in the know-how of Swisscom specialists.

Challenge
How can you secure the interaction 
between a UCC solution, fax servers 
and the Swisscom SIP trunk con-
nection? And what provides optimal 
protection against risks for the com-
munication of mobile SIP clients? 
Combining and linking different 
technologies and solutions is highly 
complex – that is why the Baloise 
Group looked for a competent part-
ner.

Solution
With Managed SBC from Swisscom,
the Baloise Group has made its  
communications systems fit for the 
digitised future. Together with  
Baloise’s IT specialists, Swisscom en-
gineers came up with the concept  
of the highly available Oracle E SBC 
system solution and they are also  
responsible for support, monitoring 
and maintenance.

Mr Ryffel, please complete the following sentences.
Managed SBC from Swisscom …
“… plays a central role in integrating UCC”. 
We are pleased with the solution because …
“… it allows us to tap into the enormous flexibility of All-IP”. 
Our customers benefit from Managed SBC because …
“… they can communicate with us quickly, directly and securely”. 
My advertising slogan is:
“Managed SBC from Swisscom will serve you well!”

swisscom.ch/managed-sbc

Baloise Group
>  Sector: Finance and insurance
>  Founding year: 1863
>  Locations in Switzerland:  

around 140
>  Employees: around 7400 across 

Europe, of which 3300 are  
in Switzerland

>  Ambition: continuous  
innovations in all areas 
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https://www.swisscom.ch/en/business/enterprise/offer/wireline-networks-bundles/business-voice/managed_session_border_controller.html

